Harvard-Champalimaud Research Internship

Centre for the Unknown in Lisbon, Portugal
Champalimaud Neuroscience Programme

8 week summer internship ~ June 24\textsuperscript{th} – August 24\textsuperscript{th}

1. Scientific development (Independent Research)
2. Cultural Immersion

For more information or to apply, contact: Dr. Draft  draft@fas.harvard.edu

To apply, submit the following electronically to Dr. Draft **by Feb 2**

• Curriculum Vitae
• Transcript (if you are not a Harvard Life Science Student)
• One page proposal describing:
  • Your background (brief bio, concentration, previous research or travel experience).
  • Your interest in the program and Portugal.
  • A few specific Neuro labs you’d be most interested in working with.

Short-listed candidates will be invited for a brief interview.

External Funding Deadlines: ~ mid-Feb: OCS Summer Funding (non-credit non-Harvard run international program)